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down in Grantsville, MD. Next morning he worked on it till afternoon, came back to and told me
its ready. We had a corroded power line to ECM he replaced it with a new fuses and patch of
wire, a partial not the whole line. Driver went in pick up the truck it was running fine, after he
was hooked to the trailer, truck stalled again, they took him back in the shop and came back
telling me that ECM is blown because of corroded wire. Is it that they must have done
something stupid while putting that patch of wire that blew ECM. When I talked to the
freightliner where he bought ECM from, they gave me core value. To be continued. Name Email
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over This worked for me but as you know this might not work for you. But I would at least try a
new power source from fuse box to brain box it dang sure can't hurt!! Kw Owners Club Thanks
this. Usually when the ECM shuts down because it lost battery power it will log a code. It helps
to further diagnose power problems. Most ECMs have more than one power wire. You may just
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